The Journey,  The Flavour,
The Transaction,  The Social Oil

Morning everyone     …Im Al Neale
● When I was asked to talk to you today…
● Making a difference in peoples lives
● Helping people reach their goals
● That was it in a nutshell
When Jacqui asked me to speak…the first thing that
leaped into my head was her delightful son, Alex
…spending time with him, discussing the latest and
greatest, chewing the fat of the trials and tribulations of
school…
usually, but not always over, a stolen hot cup of triple
strength milo from the staff room coffee machine…good
times!
But I digress..

Can I start with A Saying that I believe in!
Ehara taku toa, he takitahi, he toa takitini
My success should not be bestowed onto me alone, as it was not
individual success but success of a collective

25 years teaching in 5 different roles
How do I know, what I know?…
How do I find out what I don’t know?
● Classroom teacher-Where it all began
I remember the curriculum pressures that challenge
the vast array of learning styles and requirements
needed to gain an instructional match
Instructional match being the term used to best
deliver learning for a learners needs.
Highlight.
I remember my classroom backing on to
Paraparaumu Beach Golf Course and if Dean and
Shaun, two of my students completed all of their
daily work, they could pop over the fence and
Caddie for their Dads playing golf…what an
incentive!
● Resource teacher Learning and Behaviour –
Restorative processes and positive behaviour

for learning were the tools in my tool box for
this role!
Working with learners predominantly with school
identified issues, challenges and concerns.
The lack of connection, was the mainstay for this
position and reconnecting people with people,
people with places and places with people.
Highlight…my manager, Helen. Actually, she was a
leader, not a manager! She enabled me to make a
difference in learners and teachers lives!
● Resource teacher of deaf –Communication
How to visually communicate and how to best
enable processing of visual and auditory information
using time, presentation and code
switching(switching different forms of
communication) to get the message
across…something I will discuss later on…
Highlight: working at Trentham School and being
just one of the staff, even though I was a Itinerant
teacher of the deaf.

● Resource teacher Vision- Instructional Match
Enabling people (teachers / educators)
to walk in the shoes of someone who has a vision
impairment,
so they understand the energy and curriculum
adaptation required to make a positive learning
connections
Highlight:
Seeing a young man I support change schools and
the difference made by the teachers he works with
being astronomical in terms of learning and
confidence!...bottles of wine for them at Christmas!

● Pastoral Mentor in a high school setting

Quality time spent with learners; listening to learners
and teachers and assisting with the right decisions
and address disconnection.
 Restorative approaches were primarily used so that
learners, whanau (family) and teachers, can continue
to grow and fulfil their learning requirements and
responsibilities… and be happy
Highlight: Honestly, working with the Learning Support
Staff…of which one is my wife to be…a real keeper.

● This presentation is well timed…all going well I
have the best years of my life in front of me
● and I’m half way!...in my career that is!
● And you are at the beginning…of the rest of my life!
● That make you special, noteworthy and a privilege
to talk to

Todays talk is really about code switching with a twist
It relate to the codes: EQ, PQ and IQ
Emotional Quotient
Positive Quotient
Intellectual Quotient…
All three, Emotional, positive and intellectual quotients
have a significant impact on the following

● Using the prior learning and behaviours that you
already have or can demonstrate,
your understanding of people and how to fit in…
and the here and now, new learning frontier of
learning environments and technology.
As you all know people and processes are not all
equal.
Everyone has differences in philosophy, approaches,
techniques and understanding.
To fulfil ones potential ,

in my humble opinion… centres on…
your need to connect with people
You need to connect with people…
● who want to understand you; on a changing daily
basis
● that know the way you process information, operate
under stress, how you share information
● can understand what transactional implications are
required to take place and how to fulfil your
potential (you fill my bucket and I’ll fill yours)
● and finally investing in time …with you…not an easy
task in the busy classroom environment

When I started as a Resource T L & B , it was heavily
flavoured with a presentation by Dr Duncan Andrade.
He discussed his research in an educational conference
that he framed with a provocative title and one I stilllove
using today: Gangstas, Wansta’s and Ridas….The Art
of Critical Pedagogy and urban youth.

This was an American Educational system study
In his presentation he described 3 categories of
educators or teachers…The Gansta
Ganstas…teachers who lacks connection, wont change
philosphy and do not care enough that the teaching
approaches they exhibit do not make a difference or can
actually inhibit learning
(If your not part of the solution, your part of the problem)
Wanstas…the teacher who sits on the fence,
tries to tick all the boxes or be seen ticking all the boxes
but often falls short of delivering a specific learning
instructional match for individual learners or…
…can swing either way suited on preference

Ridas...the teacher who goes the extra mile and
instructionally and transactionally invests in the needs of
learners to be connected to the learning, behavioual and
social curriculums. The teacher who makes the
difference and develops positive learning momentum.

Dr Andrade talked about his research and how
effective pedagogy (effective teaching) is making a
difference with learners achievement with learning
success.
The difference he highlighted for me was the
instructional match (the key learning and teaching
actions that deliver specific learning objectives).
In my experience this is vital for supporting classroom
practices that foster the following…
● self confidence,

● self esteem and
● academic success.
These are all factors that relate directly to EQ (the
emotional quotient) and PQ (Positive quotient)!
For me however the IQ is the huge fringe benefit!..

He discussed helping those people in your teaching
career, who make a difference,
and supporting those who need an investment of
positive change and social oil…
assisting educators to make connections using EQ and
PQ for building positive learning momentum.
Social oil…you ask…that’s the relationship connection
oil that makes learning more socially rewarding…

Its about
Engaging…Acknowledging…Appreciating…celebrating
working together to achieve.

I love my career. Best job I have ever had!
Because I relish the opportunity to help people
I truly believe that people want to be leaders, not
managers. People don’t need a reason…they want a
reason to invest in others …to support a higher level of
endeavour and to be successful, acknowledged and
appreciated.
For me,… it is… the small actions that make the
difference…the social oil actions…body language, facial
grammar, having a chat, walking in their shoes for a
while, sharing a laugh, working collaboratively!
Those actions may sometimes be small, but its going
that extra mile that helps people feel good about
themselves and gives change agents an ability to assist
positive change.

Like…….
Like todays opportunity to connect to you all…
you are all here because you want to make a difference
in someone’s life.
You want to know that your efforts will be remembered
for making a positive change.
For me, that’s the teachers, learners and clients I work
with…succeeding
I consider its my responsibility to assist them to grow. Its
not just a job! It’s a passion
If I can help people in a small way or a big way to
experience success, then my job is successful…
…its about getting learners what they require
to achieve, alongside their peers.
Its acknowledging and appreciating learner and teacher
effort (constructive and positive feedback) and
commitment to help themselves or self advocacy…
…and of course the teachers dedicating energy in the
pursuit of  their learners achievement.

So if you connect today and yesterday and take one
thing away that can make a difference…that’s brilliant,
and as a acknowledgement for your attention during my
party political broadcast, here’s an opportunity you may
like…two bottles of quality carbohydrate…election
bribe…No!
Pegasus Bay Aria and Kay Syrah Syrah Red
…well…that’s what I call it …my favourite drop of
resveratrol…you know the French paradox…drink red
and live longer…super antioxidant…
How many muscles are in a elephants trunk?

The what and how first…
                          Approaches for positive change
What people do to make a positive difference and how
they do things… so it becomes routine… is the baseline
for all positive learning momentum, building resilience
and a Carpe Diem attitude…seize the day!

The what and how… is often the open ended question
approach that elicits the most information…it’s the
delivery of inquiry that takes the simplest information to
a more complete solution focused understanding   .
The affects these approaches have ripple for a long time
in terms of learning momentum.
I use these everyday with my family, including my
beloved, my learners and the teachers I work with.
Reflection for you…Inspirational educators
What did a memorable teacher in your past do (I pray
that you have one, at least) that made your experience
successful, enjoyable or relatable learning?
Question: Did you feedback to them that what they were
doing was really working for you in terms of learning?
How did their actions create momentum for you that kept
you intrinsically or extrinsically motivated?
The movers and shakers that you remember were often
the Rydas in education and often demonstrated…
how to (CRC) connect, recommend and commend

Those teachers used social oil (CRC) that made the
difference.
The new frontier…
In a new age of education where open plan classrooms
and technology has a significant impact, we need to
assist and challenge the establishment of what makes
the biggest difference in peoples lives, and how its use,
will positively impact of personal growth.
My experience and opinion of the open plan classrooms
ILS (Innovative Learning environments) and the new
BYOD (Bring your own device) classroom is one of
wonderment and excitement as it can potentially be a
great vehicle for delivering equitable learning on a
educational platform which delivers greater inclusion.
Breakout rooms in ILS, learning centred on learners
needs and appropriate learner grouping are all key
elements that can provide an instructional match which
will make a positive learning difference.

The opportunity, when used well, for teachers to invest
time with learners who require an instructional match is
potentially ground breaking.
So the potential to spend more quality time has positive
outcomes for learners who require extra support.
The Emotional and Positive quotient outlook could result
in learners who have more time to process, smaller
ratios of (learner to educator) and adaptation to the
curriculum that results in an instructional match.
However the learning implications at the initial stages of
the ILS roll out by the MOE, for size and numbers of
learners in a single large space,
transition of learners within the learning environment,
volume implications that affect concentration,
need to be monitored closely for reducing potential
negative implications.

If you take away anything from my 15 minutes,
Its that Emotional and Positive Quotient are key for
engaging others to positively participate…building
relationships is what this is all about. Teacher, Learner
and family collaboration and communication is a must.
Instructional match for learning and connecting with
people using social oil CRC (Connect, Recommend,
Commend) is an effective tool to develop positive
learning momentum.
And finally,(                 ) the Syrah must be at room
temperature and the Peg Bay Aria, cool, but not cold.
Thank you for listening to me and I hope you enjoy the
remainder of your weekend.
Ka Kite Ano
My final words...a Whakataukī that resonates with me.

He aha te mea nui o te ao? He tangata! He tangata! He tangata!
What is the most important thing in the world? It is people! It is
people! It is people!

